
Making Your Mind Up 

 

I am sure many of you would have been distraught that the Eurovision song 

contest, due to be held last weekend, was cancelled for this year.  Maybe as far 

as the UK is concerned, it is a welcome relief from the seemingly inevitable grim 

result.  For one of the leading pop music countries in the world, why are we so 

rubbish at Eurovision?  For goodness sake, we are the country that produced 

The Beatles, David Bowie and yes, Bucks Fizz.  The joke used to be ‘Norway – 

null points’ and now it is we that are getting used to hearing the word zero in 

umpteen different languages.  How did it get to the point where we are fighting 

it out with San Marino, Albania and Moldova for bottom spot?  We are annually 

desecrating the memories of Sandie Shaw, Cliff Richard, The Brotherhood of 

Man and Katrina & The Waves!  Maybe we Brits should just haughtily remain 

above it all and not take it seriously.  We know that we could blast the other 

countries off the stage by entering Ed Sheeran or Dua Lipa (at least we might get 

a load of votes from some of the former Yugoslavian republics as her parents 

are from Kosovo).  But that would be missing the point – in that great British 

tradition, it is not the winning, but the taking part that counts.  Oh well, better 

put my purple and pink sequined Eurovision party suit back in the closet then. 

With or without you – there is a lot of chatter about playing professional sport in 

empty arenas without any fans.  It is pretty obvious that most things don’t really 

work without people – be it sport, work or indeed faith.  The popularity of the 

ubiquitous Zoom is well known (other virtual teleconferencing products are 

available) – people by their nature want to get together and are happy to 

connect in any way they can, even if they feel that the experience is not quite as 

good as the ‘ideal’ face-to-face version.  If we were in a situation where 

Christians were not free to meet openly (as it is in many parts of the world), or 

to own a Bible, even the most modest way of keeping connected and sharing 

faith would be cherished and can have God at the centre of it.  And in some 

ways, the current situation that we find ourselves in does lend itself to 

developing new and creative ways for us to reach a wider audience and gain 

more people for the Kingdom.  For some, their ideal form of worship would be 

in a large cathedral with a big choir and organ music and for others it may be a 



virtual on-line service listening to a contemporary worship band.  There are 

many different ways to worship and we should never think of them as 

hierarchical, that in some way, my way is better than yours.  God can speak to 

us in any way that He chooses and He does.  We simply pray that we can 

respond to the current challenges for the sake of His glory. 

Fashion section  - One of the great things about the virtual on-line Sunday 

service is that you can go to church in your pyjamas – just saying, might not be 

for you, not that I have done it, a friend told me about it, moving on…. 

I am giving the talk at the 10:00 am service on this coming Sunday and so, most 

of this week revolves around preparation of the talk.  My wife often says she 

knows when it is preaching week, as I get all moody and grumpy (more than 

normal I think she means).  As I don’t preach that often, preparation week is 

always a tough week – and I mean in the sense of ‘good tough’ rather than ‘bad 

tough’.  For me, preaching is a real privilege and is, at the same time, both very 

demanding and rewarding – probably in the same way as climbing up a 

mountain, running a marathon or indeed completing any challenging task.  I 

pray a lot during these weeks, mostly praying not for my own words, but for 

God to inspire me to say what He wants me to say.  In my limited experience of 

preaching, nothing is worse than worthy phrases, or florid language designed to 

impress or probably the worst thing, making an effort to try to ‘preach’.  People 

pick up very quickly on things that are not from the heart, that are a bit artificial 

or that you are saying things that you don’t really believe.  At the same time, 

you do feel rather exposed and putting yourself a bit out there.  Often I find that 

I am also preaching to myself first – reminding me of what I should be doing and 

not highlighting to others about their shortcomings.  If you are reading this 

before Sunday, please say a small prayer for me asking God to guide me on 

Sunday as I speak to our congregation on Revelation 21, 1-8. 
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